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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SPACES USING 

To-IDENTIFICATION SPACES 

By Charles Dorsett 

1. Introduction 

In this paper T o.identification spaces are used to characterize spaces which are 

Ro' R1' regular, completely regular, normal Ro' or pscudometrizable, where the 

T 1 axiom is not included in the definitions of regular, completely regular, and 

normal. Regular T 1, completely regular T l' and normal T 1 wilI be denoted by 

T3, T3? and T4’ respectively. Listed below are definitions and theorems that 

w ilI be utilized in this paper. 

DEFINITION 1. 1. A topological space (X, T) is Ro if and only if for each 

cIosed set C and for each x졸c， cn굉 =rþ [lJ. 

THEOREM 1.1. The following are equivalent: (a) (X, T) is Ro' (b) if 0εT‘ 

and xε0， then {x} CO, aηd (c) for x， yεX， ezïher 펴=피 or 굉 n펴=rþ [lJ. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. If "" is an equivalence relation on (X, T) , then the "" 

identification space of (X, T) is (!Ø"", (J",,), where !Ø"" is the set of equivalence 

cIasses of "" and (J"" is the decomposition topology on !Ø"" [3J. 

DEFINITION 1. 3. Let ",,0 be the equivalence relation on (X, T) defined by x""。

y if and only if 힘 = 피 . The T o.identification space of (X, T) is the ""。

identification of (X , T) , which is T o• Let Xo= !Ø""o , let So=ζ"，， 0 ， and Iet 

P: (X , T) • (Xo' So) be the naturaI map [3J. 

DEFINITION 1.4. For a space (X, T) Iet .. j be the relation in XxX defined by 

x""ψ if and only if xE {y}. Then .. j is not always an equivalence relation on X 
and ""。ζ"，，'.

DEFINITION 1. 5. A space (X, T) is R1 if and only if for x, yεX such that 

파 낯 표} there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that 패 CU and 피 CV [1]. 

THEOREM 1. 2. A space z's T 1 zj and only zf z"t is Ro and T o and a space is T z: 

、
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if and only zf zË is R 1 and T o [1]. 

THEOREM 1. 3. A space (X. T) is R 1 if and only if (Xo' So) is T 2 [4]. 

2. Charaeterizations 

THEOREM 2. 1. The follow꺼g are equivaleκt: (a) (X. T) is Ro. (b) '"’ is aa 

cquivalence relation on X. (c) Uø",'. (J",’ )=(Xo' So)' X o= 낀긋} I xεx}. (Xo' 

So) z.s T l' P is closed opeχ• and P一1(p(O)) =0 for all OET. (d) (Xo' So) is Ro' 

and (e) (Xo' So) z.s T 1. 

PROOF. (a) implies (b): If (x.y) ε~’. then xε 파 and {자n 파뼈. which 
jmplies 파 = 파 and (x.y)E"'o. Hence ",'=.".,0. which is an equivalence relation. 

(b) implies (c): If xεX and Cr is the equivalence class of ",' containing x. 

then Cr= 핍. Thus {패 IxεX} is a decomposition of X. which implies (X. 

T) is Ro' By the argument above ",' = ",0. and thus (!Ø"". (J ........ ') = (Xo' So) 

.and X o= {표} IxεX}. If oeT, then p-1(P(0))= U 갑r =0. which implies P(O) 
xεo 

εSo. and thus P is open. For C closed in X , P(C)=X。\P(X\C). which is 

dosed, and thus P is closed. If 따εx。， then f힘Y=P낀꾀)=P(힘)={힘}. 
which implies (Xo' So) is T!. 

(c) implies (d): Since every T 1 space is Ro' then (Xo' So) is Ro. 

(d) implies (e): Since (Xo' So) is Ro and T o' then (Xo' So) is T 1• 

(e) implies (a): Let xEX and let Cr be the equivalence class of",o containing 

.x. Then CrC따. Since {Cr} is closed in X o' then xεCx=p-1({Cx})， which 

is closed. and thus 따ζCx and Cx=T짜. Hence X o= {따 I xEX} , which implies 

(X. T) is Ro' 

The following corollary can be obtained by using Theorem 1. 3 and Theorem 

1.2. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. A space (X, T) z.s R 1 if and only zf (Xo' So) is R1' 

N ote that if (X.T) is Ro. then 힘 coηtpact for allxεX. 

THEOREM 2.2. The following are eqμivalent: (a) (X, T) is regular. (b) (Xo' 

$0) z.s regμlar • . and (c) (Xo' So) z.s T 3' 

PROOF. (a) implies (b): Since (X. T) is regular, then (X. T) is Ro' By 

Theorem 2.1. (Xo' So) is an upper semi.continuous decomposition of X into 
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compact sets and since (X , T) is regular, then (Xo' So) is regular [2]. 

(b) implies (c): Since (Xo' So) is regular T o' then (Xo' So) is T 3• 

(c) implies (a): By Theorem 2.1, X o= {핍 IxεX}， P is open, and P- 1(P(0)) 

=0 for all 0εT. Let 0드T and let xεo. Then {x} εP(O) ， which is open in X o• 

Thus there exists an open set γ such that {x} ErζrCp(O)， which impIies 

.xEP- 1(r)cp- 1ë종)ζO. Hence (X , T) is regular. 

THEOREM 2.3. The following are equivalent: (a) (X, T) is comp!etely regμlar， 

(b) (Xo' So) is completely regular, and (c) (Xo' So) is T쉰· 

PROOF (a) implies (b): Since (X, T) is completely regular, then (X, T) is 
Ro. By Theorem 2. 1, X 0 = { {x} I xEX} and P is open. Let cif' be closed in X 0 

and let {x} 줌? Then p-\Cif') is closed in X and x종P- 1 (Cif') and there exists 

a continuous function f: (X, T) • [0, 1] such that f(x) =0 and f(P-1(Cif')) = 1. Let 

g : (Xo' So)• [0, 1] defined by g(돼 )=f(y). Then g(태 )=0 and g(Cif')=1. If 0 

is open in [0, 1], then r1(0) is open in X and g-l(O)=p(f-l(O)) is open in 

X o' which implies g is continuous. Hence, (Xo' So) is completely regular. 

(b) implies (c): Since (Xo' So) is completely regular T o' then (Xo' So) is 

T싫· 

(c) implies (a): By Theorem 2.1, Xo= {핍 IxεX} and P is closed. Let C be 

dosed in X and let x줄C. Then P(C) is closed in X o and P(x)졸P(C) and there 

exists a continuous function f: (Xo' So) • [0, 1] such that f(P(x)) =0 and j(P(C)) 

= 1. Then f 0 P : (X, T) • [0, 1] is continuousand (f oP)(x)=Oand (f oP)(C)= 1. 

Hence (X, T) is comletely regular. 

THEOREM 2.4. The folloψ쩌gare equz.valent: (a) (X , T) is normal Ro' 

(b) (Xo' So) is normal Ro, and (c) (Xo' So) 싫 T 4• 

PROOF. (a) implies (b): By Theorem 2.1, (Xo' So) is an Ro upper seml.con-

tinuoùs decomposition of X into compact sets and since (X, T) is normal, then 

(XO' So) is normal. 

(b) implies (c): Since (Xo' So) is nomal, Ro, and T o' then (Xo' So) is T 4• 

(c) implies (a): By Theorem 2.1, (X , T) is Ro, X o= {강TlxεX} ， and P is 

closed. Let C1 and C2 be disjoint closed sets in X. Then P(C1) and P(C2) are 

disjoint closed sets in X o and there exist disjoint open sets Z! and γ such that 
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P(C
1
)CV and P(C

2
)C'7‘. Then C

1
CP-\V)ET, and C2CP- 1(γ)εT， and p- 1 

(v)np- 1(r)=tþ. Hence, (X, T) is normaI. 

THEOREM 2.5. A space (X, T) z.s pseudometrt"zable z1 and only z1 (Xo' So) z.s 

metrt"zable. 

PROOF. Suppose (X, T) is pseudometrizable. Let d be a pseudometric on X 

compatible with T. Since (X, T) is pseudometizable, then (X, T) is Ro and X。

={감} I xεX}. Let do be the metric on X o defined by do( 핍， GT) = d(x, y). 

Since P is continuous, open, and onto, then do is compatible with So' which 

implies (Xo' 80) is metrizable. 

Conversely, suppose (Xo' 80) is metrizable. Then (Xo' So) is T l' which implies 

(X, T) is Ro and X o= {{x} [xεX}. Let Po be a metric on X o compatible with 

So and Iet P be the pseudometric on X defined by P(x, y)=Po( {x }, ÍYη. 8ince 

P is continuous, open, and P- 1(P(O))=O for aII 0εT， then P is compatible with 

T , which implies (X, T) is pseudometrizable. 

THEOREM 2.6. Let (X, T) be an Ro space. Then (a) (X, T) Z"S separable z1 and 

only z1 (Xo' So) z.s separable, and (b) (X, T) t"s second countable z1 and only z1 

(Xo' So) Z"S second countable. 

PROOF. By Theorem 2.1 , (Xo' So) is T l' X o= { 갑rlxεX} , P is cIosed open. 

and P- 1(P(O))=O for aIl 0εT. 
(a) Suppose (X , T) is separable. Thus (X , T) has a countable dense subset 

{진}ζ. Then {{한}껄 1 is a countable dense subset of (Xo' So)' which implies. 

(X 0' So) is separable. 

Conversely, suppose (Xo' So) is separable. Thus (Xo' So) has a countable dense 
。。

subset {원}운l' Then {웰=-1 is a countable dense subset of X , which implies 

(X, T) is separable. 

(b) 8uppose (X, T) is second countable. Then (Xo' So) is an upper semi

continuous decomposition of (X, T) into compact sets and (X, T) is second 

countable, which implies (Xo, So) is second countable [2]. 

Conversely, suppose (Xo' So) is second countable. Then (Xo' So) has a countable 

base {깐}윌 l' For each t"εN， Iet Oi=P_>(깐). Then {Oi}원 1 is a countable base 
- . 

for (X, T), which implies (X, T) is second countable. 
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The next corollary can be obtained by using Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.2, 

Theorem 2.6, and Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem. 

COROLLARY 2.2. The follow z"ng are equz"valent: (a) (X, T) z.s regular second‘ 
countable, (b) (Xo' So) Z"S a separable metrz"c space, and (c) (X, T) z.s a sφarable 

pseudometrz"c space. 
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